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Structural and isotopic features of meteorites imply that 
the most presolar condensed matter was vaporized during the for- 
mation of the solar system while a part of the matter remained 
almost unchanged(1). We explain here this fact in the model of 
formation of the solar nebula(~N) as a result of collapse of a 
pres?$ar n~buia(~N) possesing relatively small angular momentum 
J-10 g cm s- (2,3,4). 

According to this model a circumsolar dis$(SN) is formed si- 
multaneously with the protorsun during lo5-10 yrs. The disk ex- 
pands to the size of the present planetary system from the size 
of few solar radii due to the angular momentum transfer outward 
by turbulent and magnetic stresses. The turbulence can be suppor- 
ted by shear flow of a gas accreted to the disk with a relative- 
ly moderate valde of a viscosi tyV-10~cm2s-1which in terms of 'Id- 
diskw (\IN csh,where csis the sound speed and h is the height sca- 
le in the disk)corresponds to0~"10-~. The most of the PN envelope 
material falls onto the protosun an o to the i er part of the 

92 f! disk inside a radius Rk=0.08 (3/10 ) (Mc/M,)lG,where Kc is the 
mass of the growing protosun (3). The gas moving near the equato- 
rial plane joins the disk and flows along its surface ' ward till 
R N  Rk in a layer (a) which has a thickness A z - (~/ f i )  I@, fi is 
the angular velocity of the Keplerian rotation. In the underlayer 
(b) along the vertical coordinate z the turbulent viscosity for- 
ces the gas to flow outward in the outer part of the disk K 7 R k  
and inward in the inner part. 

Premature solid particles falling with the gas inside evapo- 
rate in a hot inner part of the envelope and disk. We consider a 
stage of accretion when a significant part of the PN mass is al- 
ready in the protosun while the envelope is not exhausted yet ( 
0.3 ( ~ l ~ / ~ o <  I). The envelope is heated by a radiation produced in 
the accretion shock and by the turbulent energy dissipated in the 
disk. The luminosity L is about 25L, whe the cpre radius is Rc= -5 5R, and the rate of accretion is fi = I0 Me yr- . A radius of the 
destruction front for silicat articles wlth typical dime 
r-10-5cm is Rev = 0.4(L/25Lo)P/BAU and R = o.z(L/z~L,) 
when r-Imm. The temperatures at these dis8Lces equal Tev = I500K 
and IgOOK correspondingly. Graphite grains of r- 10-5cm evaporate 
at temperature 2000K (5). Behind the shock front at the disk sur- 
face the infalling particles are heated additionally by the UV ra- 
diation 12) and by the aerodynamic drag (7).S%icate parti 
of r I0 cm are heated here up to - (2  $0 - nv3/r + ~5 ) fyfs 
and that of r-lmm up to T r= (10 nv +T ) A ,  where n is the num- 
ber density of preshock and v is the normal (to the front) 
component of the velocity of the infalling gas. The silicate par- 
ticles of r 10-5cm and rN lmm evaporate in the shock within R s 
0.5 AU and Rd 0.3 AU correspondingly for L = 25Lo and v,c (GM/R)~/~. 
The region where the dust is evaporated should be more extended in 
the equatorial plane of the disk(8). The solid particles moving in 
the layer (a) to Rk are vaporized as they reach Rev (Rev> Rk when 
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J < 3 105~gcm~s-1 ) .However a fraction 5 of the matter (gas and 
dust) accreted by the disk diffuses into the deeper on z layer 
(b) and goes not reach Re8. Cr-g can find that F = 1- erfxo , 
where x0 = -ln[2pdda ( 3  ( R  / , pd is the gas den- 
sity in the layer considered, and 6&s the mass accreted on the 
unit square o r unit time. The expression for $ (cl) can be redu- 
ced to \ -- cC1'v/cs in the case R-R vRk by takingp =Penvelo ,J v2/c2. 
At the disk equator may approaca to 1 .However $he norma? com- 
ponent of the veloci e y v&cS in the region R ~ ~ R K R D  hence )~10-1. 
For particles of rwlmrn 5 should be larger than estimated. These 
particles speed through the postshock gas before stopping at a 
distance greater than the thickness of the layer (a) p z  and pene- 
trate directly into the layer (b). When ii> Rk they are transfered 
here outward by the turbulent diffusion. Thus a significant frac- 
tion of the accreted particles should survive in the most part of 
the SN. The particles accrsted within 0.3-0.5AU are heated to T>r 
1500K. One can believe (7) that these conditions are favorable to 
their melting and transformation into chondruls. Unfortunately, 
nothing is known about a fraction of the mass of premature solid 
material which can be contained in particles of lrnm in size. 

The articles of r~10-5cm in the envelope could grow less Z than 10- cm during the collapse of the PN. The relative velociti- 
es of small particles stirred by turbulence are also very small 
inside the disk. The particles of different sizes collide each 
other more frequently due to the differepees in their settling 
velocities to the central plane A vz~6fi z ~ r / c ~  p , where 6' is 
the density of a particle. For the usial power law mass distribu- 
tion with the exponent~1.8 the larger particles grow exponential- 
ly ( r z  roexp{t/2]) with a characteristic time T- .  cS/(44- q~2z), 
where $ is the efficiency of sticking in one collision, - q-10-2 
is the mass ratio of solid and gasous matter and z-h/2 . For 

1 the solid particles grow to 1 rnm in size in several hun- 
dred years. 

In conclusion we note that the particles with the hot and co- 
ld past should be mixed throughout the disk in our model yf for- 
mation of the Solar Nebula from the PN with JN1052gcm2s- . Their 
relative abundances are varied in time and'over the distance from 
the protosun. The fraction of material which was strongly heated 
increases inward. A characteristic radius of the region with more 
abundant recondensed solids grows in time and becomes remarkably 
larger than Rev. Finally,we note an alternative model(9). 
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